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a b s t r a c t

This study investigated photoelectrocatalytic (PEC) inactivation mechanism of bacteria using parental
Escherichia coli (E. coli) BW25113 and its isogenic mutants deficient in catalase HPI (katG�, JW3914-1) and
Mn-SOD (sodA�, JW3879-1). BW25113 in the mid-log phase was less susceptible to PEC inactivation than
those in early-log and stationary phases, consistent with the peak activities of catalase and superoxide
dismutase (SOD) at mid-log phase (30.6 and 13.0 Unit/ml/OD600). For different strains all in mid-log
phase, PEC inactivation efficiency followed the order katG� > sodA� > BW25113, with the duration of
60, 60 and 90 min for complete inactivation of ~2 � 107 CFUmL�1 bacteria, respectively. Correspondingly,
catalase and SOD levels of BW25113 were also higher than the mutants by 5.9 and 11.7 Unit/mL/OD600,
respectively. Reactive oxygen species (ROSs) concentrations in PEC systems revealed that the inactivation
performance coincided with H2O2 levels, rather than �OH. Moreover, pre-incubation with H2O2 elevated
catalase activities and PEC inactivation resistance of BW25113 were positively correlated. The above
results indicated that H2O2 was the dominant PEC generated bactericide, and anti-oxidative enzymes
especially catalase contributed greatly to the bacterial PEC resistance capacity. Further tests revealed that
PEC treatment raised the intracellular ROSs concentration by more than 3 times, due to the permeated
H2O2 and its intracellular derivative, �OH. However, oxidative stress response of E. coli, such as increased
catalase or SOD were not observed, perhaps because the ROSs overwhelmed the bacterial protective
capacity. The accumulated ROSs subsequently caused oxidative damages to E. coli cells, including
membrane damage, Kþ leakage, and protein oxidation. Compared with BW25113, the mutants experi-
enced damages earlier and at higher levels, confirming the essential roles of catalase and SOD in the
bacterial PEC resistance.

© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Aquatic pathogens are a major cause of disease; when present,
drinking water must be inactivated. Traditionally widely-used
chlorinated disinfection techniques have been criticized for
generating hazardous by-products (Kulkarni and Chellam, 2010).
Photocatalytic (PC) technology based on semiconductors has been
g@cuhk.edu.hk (P.K. Wong).
explored as a promising candidate for water disinfection, because
of its solar-driven potential and self-cleaning capacity (Rincon and
Pulgarin, 2007; Dalrymple et al., 2010; Foster et al., 2011; Wang
et al., 2012; Gao et al., 2013; Shi et al., 2015). Semiconductors, like
TiO2, can absorb photon energy and generate hole (hþ) and electron
(e�) pairs, subsequently reacting with H2O and O2 to form reactive
oxygen species (ROSs) such as �OH, �O2

�, and H2O2. These ROSs can
simultaneously inactivate bacteria and degrade the cellular
component or metabolites (Robertson et al., 2012). Another alter-
native, called a photoelectrocatalytic (PEC) system, applies a po-
tential bias using the immobilized catalyst as a photoanode,
enhancing inactivation performance by suppressing hþ and e�
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the apparatus used for PEC/PC/EC inactivation of E. coli.
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recombination (Baram et al., 2007; Li et al., 2011, 2015). However,
PC and PEC inactivation mechanisms have not yet been well
established. In particular, it is important to better understand how
PC or PEC inactivation impacts bacterial responses and oxidative
damages.

Important to this topic is understanding two bacterial anti-
oxidative enzymes: catalase and superoxide dismutase (SOD).
Catalase catalyzes H2O2 decomposition to H2O and O2, while SOD
catalyzes �O2

� to form H2O2 and O2 (Chiang and Schellhorn, 2012).
Leung et al. (2008) discovered the increase of catalase and SOD
activities during PC treatment of marine bacteria, indicating that
the oxidative stress responses were induced by the over-production
of ROSs during the PC inactivation process. However, the impact of
catalase or SOD on inactivation performance is not well under-
stood; more investigation is needed to understand the roles of
catalase and SOD in the PC or PEC inactivation mechanisms of
Escherichia coli (E. coli).

E. coli contains three types of SOD enzymes with different metal
cationic centers: Mn-SOD, Fe-SOD, and Cu Zn-SOD, encoded by
genes sodA, sodB, and sodC, respectively. The expression of sodA is
regulated by the soxRS regulon, and is responsible for �O2

� induction.
The expression of gene sodC is controlled by another regulator RpoS
which is related with stationary phase and general stress, and to
our knowledge, the regulation of sodB gene is not elucidated (Storz
et al., 1990; Chiang and Schellhorn, 2012). Similarly, there are two
catalases in E. coli: hydroperoxidase I (HPI) and hydroperoxidase II
(HPII), and they are encoded by katG and katE, respectively. The
gene katG is part of the H2O2 dependent oxyR regulated response
system, while the gene katE is regulated by RpoS independent of
H2O2 induction (Mukhopadhyay and Schellhorn, 1994; Chiang and
Schellhorn, 2012). Thus, the genes sodA and katG are inducible by
�O2

� and H2O2, to produce SOD and catalase, respectively. Therefore,
both genes are important for bacterial oxidative stress responses
induced by �O2

� and H2O2. Isogenic mutant strains, such as single
gene deleted strains (deficient in the gene encoded biofactors), are
useful in bacteriology research because they clarify the role of the
target biofactors, with the parental strain serving as the control
(Nachin et al., 2005). However, only a few studies have applied this
method to investigate PC inactivation mechanisms (Gao et al.,
2012). Therefore, this study investigates PC and PEC inactivation
mechanisms using E. coli BW25113 as a parental strain, and its
isogenic mutants with the single gene katG (E. coli JW3914-1) or
sodA (E. coli JW3879-1) deleted. The work focuses on the role of
anti-oxidative enzymes, such as catalase and SOD, during the PEC
inactivation process. The relationship between ROSs levels, enzyme
activities, and PEC inactivation efficiencies will also be assessed.
Along with studying PEC-induced bacterial oxidative damages, the
PEC inactivation mechanism of E. coliwill also be explored from the
genetic and enzymatic perspective.

2. Experimental section

2.1. Preparation of photoanode and disinfection apparatus setup

All inactivation experiments were performed using a 50-mL
three-electrode photoelectrochemical reactor (Fig. 1). The photo-
anode is a piece of Ti foil with highly oriented TiO2 nanotubes array
at one end (15mmby 15mm), which was prepared using anodizing
method (Sun et al., 2014). Briefly, Ti foil was pre-anodized for 4 h at
30 V in a mixture of ethylene glycol, 0.5 M HAc, and 0.2 M NH4F,
sonicated in deionized water and anodized for another 24 h at 30 V
in the same electrolyte. TiO2 nanotubes were finally obtained by
annealing at 500 �C for 2 h. The counter and reference electrodes
are platinum foil and saturated Ag/AgCl, respectively. The LED lamp
with a maximum emission at 365 nm and a light intensity adjusted
to 27 mW cm�2 was adopted as a light source. The bias potential of
the anode is fixed at 1 V vs Ag/AgCl, because the photocurrent of the
anode was saturated at this potential and thus the PEC efficiency
was maximized (Nie et al., 2013). 0.2 M NaNO3 was used as elec-
trolyte, given that identical concentrations of frequently used
electrolyte such as Na2SO4 and NaClO4 did not affect the disinfec-
tion performance of PEC (Nie et al., 2014).
2.2. E. coli strains and bacterial suspension preparation

The E. coli strains used for PEC inactivationwere purchased from
the Coli Genetic Stock Center (CGSC, Yale University, New Haven,
CT, USA) and listed in Table 1. Bacteria incubated overnight in a
nutrient broth medium (1% peptone, 0.3% beef extract, 0.5% NaCl,
pH 7.4) were diluted with fresh autoclaved nutrient broth at 1/100,
and incubated at 37 �C and 200 rpm. Absorbance at 600 nm was
measured at set intervals to establish a bacterial growth curve. The
bacterial suspension was centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 2 min,
washed twice with sterilized water, and re-suspended in 0.2 M
NaNO3 for PEC inactivation. The initial E. coli density was ~2 � 107

colony forming units per milliliter (CFU mL�1).
2.3. Inactivation kinetics

Fifty milliliters of prepared E. coli suspension was inactivated
using PEC, PC, or electrochemistry (EC). The cell viabilities were
estimated by means of colony-counting procedure after series of
dilution with sterile water (Shi et al., 2014). The inactivation curves
were fitted using a predefined model (Geeraerd et al., 2000: Log-
Linear þ Shoulder þ Tail) (Geeraerd et al., 2000) using the GInaFIT
tool in Microsoft Excel 2010 (version 1.6, accessed at http://cit.
kuleuven.be/biotec/ginafit.php in June 2014) (Geeraerd et al.,
2005). The inactivation curves included three stages: (1) the
shoulder, the initial delay phase; (2) the log phase, when bacteria
show fast inactivation; (3) the tail, when inactivation is decelerated.
After fitting, three kinetic parameters are acquired, corresponding
to the three stages: SL (shoulder length, min), kmax (slope of the
curve at stage 2, CFU mL�1 per min), and logNres (starting point of
the tail, CFU mL�1).

http://cit.kuleuven.be/biotec/ginafit.php%20in%20June%202014
http://cit.kuleuven.be/biotec/ginafit.php%20in%20June%202014


Table 1
E. coli strains.

Biotic factor Strain name CGSCa no. Mutation name Gene deletion Gene function

Parental strain BW25113 7636 None None None
SOD JW3879-1 10798 sodA768(del)::kan sodA Mn-SOD
Catalase JW3914-1 10827 katG729(del)::kan katG Catalase HPI

a CGSC ¼ Coli Genetic Stock Center, Yale University.
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2.4. ROSs detection and the enzymatic activities assay

The concentrations of extracellular ROSs, including H2O2,
�OH,

and 1O2 in the inactivation systems were monitored. [H2O2] was
measured based on the decolonization of methyl orange caused by
�OH oxidation generated from Fenton reaction (Luo et al., 2008).
Briefly, 1.8 mL of samples were mixed with 0.2 mL 100 mg L�1

methyl orange, and the pH was adjusted to 2.5 with 0.1 M H2SO4.
The reaction was started by adding 20 mL 0.05 M FeSO4. The
absorbance at 507 nm (A507 nm) was recorded at 0 and 2 min,
respectively. [H2O2] was linear correlated with the decrease of
A507 nm (DA507 nm). Steady state �OH concentration ([�OH]ss) was
determined using p-chlorobenzoic acid (pCBA) as probe as follows
(Cho et al., 2004):

�d½pCBA�=dt ¼ kexp½pCBA� ¼ k�OH;pCBA½�OH�s:s:½pCBA� (1)

� ln
�½pCBA��½ pCBA�0

� ¼ kexpt (2)

kexp ¼ k�OH;pCBA½�OH�s:s: (3)

Given that k�OH;pCBA ¼ 5� 109M�1 s�1, [�OH]s.s. can be calculated.
[pCBA] was monitored at 240 nm by HPLC equipped with a DIKMA
C18 column (250 mm � 4.6 mm � 5 mm). The mobile phase was
acetonitrile:0.1% phosphoric acid ¼ 55:45 at 0.8 mL min�1. [pCBA]0
was 20 mM.

[1O2] was monitored by furfuryl alcohol (FFA), and the calcula-
tion was as follows:

� ln
�½FFA��½FFA�0

� ¼ kexpt (4)

kexp ¼ kðFFA; 1O2Þ½1O2� (5)

k(FFA, 1O2) ¼ 1.2 � 108 M�1 s�1, and [FFA] was determined by
HPLC at 218 nm, and the mobile phase was methanol:H2O ¼ 20:80
at 0.8 mL min�1.

The intracellular ROSs level in E. coli cells (mainly �OH and H2O2)
was tested with a fluorescent probe 20,70-dichlorodihydro-
fluorescein diacetate (DCFH-DA) (Royall and Ischiropoulos, 1993;
Rohnstock and Lehmann, 2007). Five milliliters of bacteria was
withdrawn from the disinfection system and mixed with 5 mL
DCFH-DA (1 mM) immediately. After incubated at 37 �C for 20 min
in dark, the suspension was concentrated with tubular ultrafiltra-
tion modules (Amicon® Ultra-4 10K, Millipore) to a final volume of
200 mL and pipetted into a microplate for fluorescent measurement
at 525 nm with excitation at 488 nm.

For catalase and SOD activities, eight milliliters of E. coli sus-
pension was filtered through 0.22 mm filters (SCBB-207, Shanghai
ANPEL Scientific Instrument Co., Ltd., China) to harvest the cells and
lysed using 100 mL of B-PER® Bacterial Protein Extraction Reagent
(Pierce Biotechnology, USA). The lysate was centrifuged at
10,000 rpm for 1 min, and the supernatant was ready for catalase
and SOD activity assays using Catalase Assay Kit (S0051, Beyotime
Institute of Biotechnology, China) and Superoxide Dismutase Assay
Kit (Item No. 706002, Cayman Chemical, USA), respectively,
following the manufacturer's instruction.
2.5. H2O2 pre-incubation

Bacteria incubated overnight were diluted with fresh nutrient to
OD600 nm¼ 0.035, and H2O2 were added to final concentrations of 0,
30, 100, 200, 500 mM for pre-incubation. The suspension was
incubated at 37 �C and 200 rpm for 70 min, and determined cata-
lase activities. The pre-incubated bacteria were harvested and
resuspended in 0.2 M NaNO3 to a cell density of ~5 � 105 CFUmL�1

for PEC inactivation.
2.6. Bacterial oxidative damage detection

For the Kþ leakage analysis, the E. coli suspension was filtered
with 0.22 mm filter after PEC inactivation to remove bacterial cells.
The filtrate was tested for Kþ concentration using inductively
coupled plasma-atomic emission spectroscopy (VARIAN VISTA ICP-
AES Pro, USA) at 766.5 nm.

For the SEM analysis, the harvested cells was fixed with 2.5%
glutaraldehyde overnight, and then washed them with 0.1%
phosphate-buffered saline five times, each for 20 min. Samples
were dehydrated with 30, 50, 70, 90 and 100% ethanol, and 100%
butyl alcohol, successively. The samples were freeze dried and gold
sputter coated before being imaged with a Field Emission Scanning
Electron Microscope (FESEM, JSM-6330F, JEOL Ltd., Japan) (Li et al.,
2013).

For the protein carbonyl assay, E. coli (108 CFU mL�1) was lysed
by sonication after PEC inactivation with 50 mL 100 mM Phenyl-
methanesulfonyl fluoride and 5 mL 5% butylated hydroxytoluene.
Then, the protein concentration in the lysate was adjusted to
10 mg mL�1, and the protein carbonyl concentration using an Oxi-
Select Protein Carbonyl ELISA Kit (STA-310, Cell Biolabs, USA),
following the manufacturer protocol. The protein concentration of
the lysate was determined using a Bradford assay (SK3041, Sangon
Biotech, Shanghai, China).

For the cell viability assay, bacterial viability was tested using a
LIVE/DEAD® BacLight Bacterial Viability Kit (Molecular Probes,
USA) with a fluorescence microplate reader. The excitation wave-
length was 485 nm, and the fluorescence intensity at both 530 and
630 nm were measured simultaneously. The calibration curve was
obtained using mixed suspensions of permeabilized and intact
bacteria at different ratios. Detailed methods can be found in the
assay protocols provided by the manufacturer.
2.7. Statistical analysis

Statistical significance was determined using the Student two-
tail t test, and the homogeneity of variance was checked by F test.
The One-Way ANOVA was used for multiple comparisons. Differ-
ences between groups were considered significant if p � 0.05.
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3. Results and discussion

3.1. Influence of growth phase on PEC inactivation performance

Fig. S1 shows E. coli strain growth curves. Similar growth curves
were observed for three strains, that is, the bacterial growth
entered log phase at ~2 h and the stationary phase at ~13 h. That
said, the katG� mutant cell density was lower than that of the
parental strain BW25113. This may be due to the deficient catalase
HPI and higher ROSs level, which subsequently accumulated in
katG� mutant cells (GonzalezFlecha and Demple, 1997). As such,
the catalase and SOD activities of the strains were evaluated
throughout the bacterial growth period (Fig. 2). Enzyme activities
were normalized by relative cell density, with the unit density set at
OD600 nm ¼ 1. The relative cell density was plotted against the
OD600 nm of the bacterial suspension; linear correlation was ach-
ieved within appropriate OD intervals (Fig. S2), allowing the rela-
tive bacterial density to be calculated from the OD600 nm of the
suspension.

As Fig. 2 shows, for BW25113, catalase and SOD activities started
to rise after 2 h (early-log phase), peaked at 6 h (mid-log phase),
and then decreased thereafter. The bacterial anti-oxidative en-
zymes level reflected the management of bacteria to the oxidative
stress. The use of oxygen by bacteria through aerobic respiration
generates ROSs such as �O2

� and H2O2 as by-products (Chiang and
Schellhorn, 2012) Low H2O2 concentration in bacterial cells (less
than 0.7 mM) is necessary for cellular signal conduction (Stone and
Yang, 2006), but higher ROSs levels will pose oxidative stress to
bacteria. Bacterial responses, such as elevated catalase and SOD, are
induced to scavenge the ROSs and prevent oxidative damages. The
ROSs level in the lag phase was low because of small cell density
Fig. 2. Enzymatic activities evolution of (a) catalase and (b) SOD throughout the
bacterial growth. Data expressed as mean ± standard deviation (SD); bars, SD; n ¼ 3. *
(P � 0.05) and ** (P � 0.01) indicate the significance levels determined by Student's t
test.
and slow metabolism at this stage; the catalase and SOD level was
correspondingly low.

After entering the log phase, the rapid metabolism and division
of cells increased the ROSs level. Other studies suggest that in log
phase, the H2O2 production rate is more than 10 times higher than
in the lag phase (GonzalezFlecha and Demple, 1997), inducing
catalase and SOD. Nevertheless, both enzyme activities in the sta-
tionary phase declined due to the decreased metabolism rate.
Compared with BW25113, sodA� mutant showed significantly
lower SOD activity due to gene deletion of sodA (encoding Mn-
SOD), whereas the catalase levels of katG� (encoding catalase
HPI) mutant were significantly lower after 8 h of incubation (Fig. 2,
P� 0.05). The results confirmed the gene functions of sodA and katG
which was deleted in our target mutant strains, and facilitated the
following investigations of bactericidal ROSs and bacterial re-
sponses to oxidative stress during PEC inactivation.

PEC inactivation of E. coli BW25113 at different phases was
further investigated to investigate phase-related anti-oxidative
enzymatic activities. As Fig. 3a shows, the bacteria at early log
phase (3 h) were the most sensitive to PEC inactivation, whereas
the bacteria at the mid-log phase were the most insusceptible. The
sensitivity to PEC rose again during 12e16 h point (Fig. 3b).
Considering catalase and SOD levels in Fig. 2, bacteria with higher
enzymatic activities are clearly more resistant to PEC treatment.
However, when the bacteria entered the late stationary phase (after
16 h), the time needed to fully inactivating bacteria increased over a
longer growing time (Fig. 3b). It may be that at the stationary phase,
with exhausted nutrients and accumulated hazardous metabolites,
Fig. 3. PEC inactivation performance of E. coli BW25113 at various growing phases.
Data expressed as mean ± standard deviation (SD); bars, SD; n ¼ 3. * (P � 0.05), **
(P � 0.01) and *** (P � 0.001) indicate the significance levels determined by One-Way
ANOVA.
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various bacterial responses are induced, including smaller and
rounder cell morphology, smaller DNA (Chung et al., 2006), and
increased DNA binding protein (Dps) expression (Calhoun and
Kwon, 2011) resulting in stronger anti-oxidative capacity.

For the parental strain and mutants, the PEC inactivation effi-
ciency of E. coli at mid-log phase is the greatest for the mutant
katG� followed by the mutant sodA�, and then strain BW25113
(Fig. 4). For instance, after 30 min of PEC inactivation, the survived
bacteria were (3.43 ± 0.49) log for the mutant katG�, (4.34 ± 0.34)
log for the mutant sodA�, and (5.72 ± 0.24) log for the parental
strain (P < 0.05, One-Way ANOVA). With higher catalase and SOD
activities of BW25113, we infer that both enzymes, especially
catalase, play an important role in the bacterial defense against PEC
inactivation. Correspondingly, the catalase substrate, H2O2, should
be the dominant bactericide in the PEC process. Compared with
PEC, neither PC nor EC showed effective inactivation to all three
strains during the entire 90 min inactivation process (Fig. S3),
which was different from the vastly reported PC inactivation per-
formance of TiO2/UV system. This can be due to the immobilized
catalyst, small catalyst area (15 mm � 15 mm) and the large inac-
tivation volume (50 mL bacterial suspension), which resulted in the
far more limited contact between catalyst and bacteria, compared
with the suspended TiO2 system. In fact, the BW25113 can be
inactivated by PC when using a thin layer reactor (100 mL) in our
previous report, where the same anode and UV were adopted (Nie
et al., 2014). Nevertheless, the poor performance of PC also indi-
cated that the PEC inactivation mechanismwas independent of the
close contact between catalyst and bacteria, differing from routine
TiO2/UV systems.
Fig. 5. (a) H2O2 concentration measurement in PEC inactivation systems. PEC, PC, and
EC experiments were conducted in 0.2 M NaNO3 without E. coli as the control.
PEC þ BW25113 and PEC þ katG� mean PEC disinfection system with BW25113 and
katG�, respectively. katG� þ catalase represents PEC disinfection of katG� with catalase
added; (b) The PEC inactivation performance of katG� strain with catalase added at
various concentrations; (c) The correlation between the inactivation kinetic parame-

�

3.2. Mode of action: how does catalase affect PEC inactivation?

To confirm our inferences about the role of catalase and H2O2 in
PEC inactivation process, the concentrations of various extracellular
ROSs, including H2O2,

�OH and 1O2 were measured. Results are
shown in Fig. 5a ([H2O2]) and Table S1 ([�OH]s.s. and [1O2]). In PEC
system without bacteria, the [H2O2] increased as soon as the re-
action started, and the saturated [H2O2] of ~28 mM was reached
within 60 min. However, the [H2O2] in PC or EC showed little in-
crease. In our previous report, the ROSs scavenging experiments
with the same PEC experimental apparatus showed that the
bactericidal ROSs were found to be dominantly generated from
Fig. 4. PEC inactivation efficiency of E. coli BW25113 and isogenic mutant strains katG�,
sodA� in mid-log phase. Data expressed as mean ± standard deviation (SD); bars, SD;
n ¼ 3. ** (P � 0.01) indicate the significant level determined by One-Way ANOVA.

ters and the catalase concentration added in PEC þ katG system, and the arrows
indicate the corresponding axes. Data expressed as mean ± standard deviation (SD);
bars, SD; n ¼ 3. *** (P � 0.001) indicates the significant level determined by One-Way
ANOVA.
valence band (Sun et al., 2014). Therefore, the H2O2 was suggested
to be formed through the following reactions (Equations (6)e(8)):

TiO2 þ hv / e� þ hþ (6)

hþ þ H2O /
�OH þ Hþ (7)

2�OH / H2O2 (8)

where hv referred to the UV irradiation, e�was the free electrons in
conduction band, and hþ was the holes in valence band. The [H2O2]
in PC did not show obvious increase due to the limited catalyst area
and the large bulk volume as mentioned, as well as the fast
recombination of hþ and e�. In PEC, the recombination was effec-
tively suppressed by the bias potential, and the reactions in Equa-
tions (2) and (3) were elevated greatly, resulting into the



Fig. 6. (a) Catalase activity of E. coli after pre-incubation with various H2O2 levels; PEC
inactivation performance with H2O2 pre-incubated, (b) BW25113 strain and (c) katG�

strain. Data expressed as mean ± standard deviation (SD); bars, SD; n ¼ 3. * (P � 0.05)
and ** (P � 0.01) indicate the significant levels determined by Student's t test.

Table 2
Catalase levels and PEC inactivation kinetic parametersa of E. coli BW25113 pre-
incubated with various doses of H2O2.

H2O2 (mM) 0 100 200 500

Catalase (Unit mL�1) 0.29 0.48 0.61 0.84
Sl (Shoulder length, min) 2.46 5.99 9.16 11.18
kmax (CFU mL�1 min�1) 0.47 0.56 0.39 0.49

a Fitted with GInaFIT.
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significantly increased [H2O2].
The contribution of H2O2 to PEC inactivation was further

demonstrated. The [H2O2] in PEC system with katG� mutant was
~10 mM higher than that with BW25113 (Fig. 5a). Furthermore,
Adding catalase can scavenge H2O2 effectively; 0.05 and 0.2 mM
catalase prevented the rise of [H2O2] in the first 30 and 90 min,
respectively, despite the gradually inactivation of catalase by PEC
(Fig. S4). Correspondingly, the PEC inactivation efficiency was
decreased significantly by the catalase addition (Fig. 5b). The PEC
inactivation curves were fitted using GInaFIT, and the kinetic pa-
rameters (SL and kmax) were plotted against the catalase concen-
tration (Fig. 5c). Adding catalase to PEC system increased the
shoulder length and decreased the slope of PEC inactivation curve
simultaneously. The PEC inactivation efficiency of katG� þ catalase
was even lower compared that of BW25113, due to much lower
[H2O2] of katG� þ catalase than BW25113 (Fig. 5a), caused by higher
catalase activity of katG� þ catalase systems than BW25113 (data
shown later in Section 3.4). The profiles of [H2O2] coincided with
the inactivation performance, which supported our assumption of
the dominant role of H2O2 in PEC inactivation. While in the report
of Wang et al. (2011), direct addition of H2O2 with similar con-
centration (5 mM) did not show any elevated disinfection effect.
Nevertheless, continuous addition of H2O2 with this concentration
did inactivate the bacteria slowly. Thus the author suggested that in
PC disinfection system, the actual amount of H2O2 available to
attack bacteria was much more than the amount detected because
H2O2 was continuously consumed by both bacterial cells attacking
and the decomposition. Therefore, in the present PEC system, the
continuously generated large amount of H2O2 was responsible for
the bacterial inactivation.

In addition, the [�OH] decreased in the order of PEC, PC and EC,
and [1O2] was almost the same in all three systems (Table S1). The
profiles of [�OH] and [1O2] were inconsistent with the disinfection
performance, suggesting that neither of them was the major
bactericide. The conclusion was supported by the ROSs scavenging
experiments in our early report (Sun et al., 2014), where the PEC
disinfection efficiency just decreased slightly after �OH and O2 were
quenched. The conclusion seemed conflict with the common sense
that �OH rather than H2O2 was responsible for bactericidal effect
because it's more reactive. In fact, in this study, the bacteria-catalyst
contact was insufficient, thus the bactericidal effect of �OH was
limited by its short life-span (~300e500 ms) because it's generally
produced on the catalyst surface. On the contrary, the H2O2 formed
on the anode in PEC system could diffuse into the bulk bacterial
suspension, and also transport across the bacterial membrane and
subsequently transform into �OH through Fenton or HarboreWeiss
reaction inside the cell (Kikuchi et al., 1997; Gogniat and Dukan,
2007). Thus, the inactivation of bacteria can be caused by both
extracellular H2O2 and its intracellular derivative �OH.

3.3. H2O2 pre-incubation elevated bacterial resistance to PEC

Studies have shown that bacteria pre-treated with a non-lethal
dose of H2O2 show reduced sensitivity to lethal doses of H2O2

(Imlay and Linn, 1986). Given that the dominant ROS in the PEC
process was H2O2, the pre-treatment was conducted before PEC
inactivation (Fig. 6). The catalase activity of E. coli BW25113 after
H2O2 pre-incubation increased in a [H2O2] dependent manner,
whereas the catalase in the katG� strain was not induced (Fig. 6a).
This result further confirmed that catalase HPI encoded by the katG
gene was H2O2 inducible (Storz et al., 1990), while the catalase HPII
encoded by katE was H2O2 independent. For BW25113, the resis-
tance to PEC inactivation increased after H2O2 pre-incubation;
higher [H2O2] resulted in more resistant bacteria (Fig. 6b). The
inactivation curves were fitted using GInaFIT; kinetic parameters SL
and kmax are also listed in Table 2. It was found that H2O2 pre-
incubation affected SL rather than kmax. When the SL was plotted
against the catalase level, a good positive linear relationship was
obtained, with R2 ¼ 0.9612 (Fig. S5). In contrast, in the catalase HPI
deficient strain katG�, H2O2 pre-incubation elevated neither the
catalase level nor PEC insusceptibility. Although H2O2 can induce
expression of various proteins that protect the cells, such as alkyl
hydroperoxidase, while the different responses of the parental
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strain and the katG mutant could provide solid evidences to reach
the conclusion. That is, enhanced bacterial resistance to PEC inac-
tivation by H2O2 pre-incubation was probably attributed to the
induction of catalase HPI.
3.4. Oxidative stress responses of E. coli to PEC treatment

Given the important role of H2O2 in PEC inactivation, the
intracellular ROSs and catalase levels were also monitored during
the PEC inactivation process to assess whether the oxidative stress
responses were induced by PEC treatment, such as H2O2 pre-
incubation. As Fig. 7a shows, the intracellular ROSs level continu-
ously increased in the initial 30 min; the level in PEC þ katG�

system was higher than in the PEC þ BW25113 system. Trends for
intracellular ROSs levels (monitored by DCFH-DA) were similar to
trends for extracellular [H2O2]. This supported our hypothesis that
Fig. 7. (a) The intracellular ROSs level tested by DCFH-DA; (b) catalase activity and (c)
SOD activity of three E. coli strains during PEC inactivation process. Data expressed as
mean ± standard deviation (SD); bars, SD; n ¼ 3. * (P � 0.05) and ** (P � 0.01) indicate
the significant levels determined by Student's t test.
the exogenous H2O2 in PEC system could diffuse across the bacterial
membrane and transform into more reactive �OH through a Fenton
or HarboreWeiss reaction inside the cell (Sun et al., 2014). The
decrease of fluorescent intensity after 30 min of PEC may be due to
the leakage of DCFH-DA endogenous fluorescent product, caused
by increased membrane permeability. The catalase and SOD levels
in the parent and deficient mutants decreased gradually during the
PEC inactivation process (Fig. 7b and c), suggesting that enzymes
were not induced by the elevated intracellular ROSs level during
PEC inactivation process. It may be that the oxidative stress in PEC
system overwhelmed the defensive capacity of E. coli, or that there
were insufficient nutrients for oxidative responses such as anti-
oxidative enzyme synthesis (e.g. catalase and SOD). Besides, the
initial catalase activity of BW25113 (0.2 Unit mL�1, Fig. 7b) was
much lower than that added katG� (37.7 and 10.8 Unit mL�1 for 0.2
and 0.05 mM catalase, Fig. S4), explaining the reason why lower
[H2O2] and disinfection efficiency of katG� þ catalase than
BW25113 were obtained during PEC treatment (Fig. 5).
3.5. Oxidative damages of E. coli caused by PEC treatment

The invalidation of the E. coli defensive system against the
oxidative stress results in ROSs accumulation in bacterial cells,
attacking cellular components and leading to further oxidative
damages. The bacterial envelope, composed of the outer mem-
brane, the peptidoglycan layer, and the cytoplasmicmembrane, had
the greatest probability of being exposed to ROSs attack compared
with other cellular components in the PEC system. The functional
or structural disruption of the membrane generally increases the
permeability, which can be monitored by the leakage of cyto-
plasmic Kþ. Kþ is important for bacterial cells to retain the resting
potential, for balancing osmotic pressure, and conducting signals.
Intact bacterial cells maintain intracellular [Kþ] at a higher level
than the extracellular surroundings through a NaþeKþ pump
(Wang and O'Doherty, 2012). As Fig. 8 shows, compared with the
negative control experiments (the same bacterial suspension as in
the PEC experiments stirred in the dark without the catalyst in
triangular flasks), the [Kþ] in extracellular solution increased
gradually during PEC inactivation, indicating the elevated perme-
ability of the bacterial membrane. The Kþ leakagemay be due to the
inactivation of energy metabolism associated enzymes such as
ATPase, and the subsequent loss of membrane potential. This
Fig. 8. Leakage of Kþ in PEC inactivation experiments with parental E. coli and its
isogenic mutant strains sodA� and katG� (NC: negative control; PEC:
photoelectrocatalysis).



Fig. 10. Protein carbonyl concentration of bacterial samples (~108 CFU mL�1) after PEC
treatment at different intervals. Data expressed as mean ± standard deviation (SD);
bars, SD; n ¼ 3. ** (P � 0.01) and *** (P � 0.001) indicate the significant levels
determined by One-Way ANOVA.
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potential is important for transporting various substrate across the
membrane (Bosshard et al., 2010). Besides the functional disruption
of the bacterial membrane, structural damage like lipid peroxida-
tion caused by the ROSs attack may be responsible for the increased
membrane permeability (Carre et al., 2014). Compared with the
mutants, BW25113 showed slower Kþ leakage. For instance, after
10 min of PEC inactivation, the leaked Kþ concentration was 38% of
the maximum (reached at 60 min) for BW25113; whereas the
concentration was 74% for sodA� and 68% for katG�, respectively.
Thus, it can be inferred that catalase and SOD can protect the
membrane from ROSs attack to some extent, and the permeabilized
membrane is partly responsible for bacterial death.

To further investigate bacterial envelope damage, we used
FESEM to image the PEC-treated bacterial samples of the three
strains; Fig. 9 shows the representative images. These figures
clearly show that PEC inactivation causes time-dependent damage
to the bacterial envelope. For BW25113, the untreated cells showed
a solid rod shape with a smooth surface. After 60 min of PEC
treatment, some cells exhibited a collapsed appearance; the num-
ber of collapsed cells increased up to the 90 min point. When PEC
treatment was prolonged to 120 min, even more severely damaged
cells were observed with obviously broken envelopes. Both mu-
tants (katG� and sodA�) showed faster and more severe damage
than BW25113, even with the same PEC treatment interval. In
particular, cell debris was observed at the 90 min point for both
mutants, but not for the parental strain.

Protein is the major building block of bacterial cells. An ROSs
attack generally causes oxidative damage to bacterial cell proteins.
Protein carbonyl is usually detected as a bio-marker of the oxidized
proteins, because it is widely generated and relatively stable for
detection (Dalle-Donne et al., 2003). Fig. 10 shows the protein
carbonyl levels of the parental strain and two mutants during PEC
treatment. To acquire sufficient protein for the assay, bacterial
suspension of approximately 108 CFU mL�1 was used for PEC
inactivation. Fig. S6 illustrates the bacterial viability and the protein
concentrations of the harvested bacterial lysate.

After 3 h of PEC treatment, more than 99% of the bacteria were
Fig. 9. The SEM images of three strains of E. co
inactivated (Fig. S6a), and the protein concentration showed a
time-dependent decrease (Fig. S6b). This may be due to membrane
protein loss and cytoplasm leakage. The protein carbonyl concen-
tration increased with PEC treatment time, particularly after 1.5 h
(Fig. 10). In addition, the katG� mutant exhibited significantly
earlier and faster increase in the protein carbonyl levels compared
with strain BW25113 (P � 0.05), suggesting that H2O2 and its
intracellular derivative �OH are the major ROSs causing protein
oxidation, and that catalase can efficiently prevent oxidative
damage to the bacterial protein. Therefore, the lower protein
carbonyl level before the 1.5 h point may be explained by the
preservation of relatively higher catalase activity. The elevated
carbonyl concentration may be due to the compromised catalase
activity or SOD. The decrease of carbonyl concentration after 4 h
may be due to the further degradation of the oxidized proteins
li after being treated by PEC inactivation.
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considering that PEC was able to degrade organic matter (e.g.,
cellular components and inactivated bacteria) and inactivate bac-
teria simultaneously (Li et al., 2011).

4. Conclusions

It was found that H2O2 was the major extracellular bactericide
generated during the PEC inactivation, where direct contact be-
tween catalyst and bacteriawas insufficient for short-life ROSs such
as �OH. Nevertheless, �OH might be derived from the permeated
H2O2 inside the cells. Catalase, which quenched H2O2, contributed
greatly to the bacterial resistance to PEC. The E. coli catalase level
affected PEC inactivation significantly, in particular the shoulder
length of inactivation curves. SODwas another important defensive
enzyme, as the strain deficient in SOD was also more susceptible to
PEC inactivation than the parental strain. Both enzymes can protect
the bacterial cells to some extend from oxidative damages such as
membrane decomposition, cytoplasm leakage and protein
carbonyl.
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